
   
 

   
 

 
 

Middle East / APAC / NZ sessions: 8am-12:30pm Abu Dhabi/ 12-4:30pm Hong Kong / 3pm-7:30pm Sydney /  
5pm-9:30pm Auckland 

EMEA / Americas sessions: 3pm – 7:30pm London / 10am-2:30pm New York & Lima /  
7-11:30am Los Angeles & Vancouver 

 
 

Wednesday 17 May  
Middle East / APAC / NZ Time zones 

 All times appear in Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST) & British Standard Time (BST) 

2:30-3pm 
AEST 
5:30-6am BST 

Network & discover 
There has never been a greater time to build your global network and collaborate cross-
boarders. Take the time to discover the virtual environment, the resources our partners have 
provided and make connections with global peers. 

3-3:15pm 
AEST 
6 – 6:15am 
BST 

Welcome & opening remarks  
Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 
Tim Cummins, President, WorldCC 
Nikki Mackay, Chief Development Officer, WorldCC Foundation 

3:15-3:45pm 
AEST 
6:15-6:45am 
BST 

Keynote panel discussion: embracing a new definition of value and rising to the 
change management challenge 
WorldCC’s Academic Symposium on Sustainable Contracting concluded that the business 
world as we know it is not fit for purpose. What lies before us is a staggering change 
management challenge requiring us to fundamentally rethink our definition of value, breaking 
down traditional constructs of competition through radical collaboration. Contracts and those 
responsible for them will have a critical role to play. This cross-functional panel will bring 
together leaders from distinct industries to compare and contrast how they are rising to the 
challenge through technology, innovation and radical collaboration. 
Justine Rowe, Chief Sustainability Officer, Telstra 
Dharani Jeyaprakasam, Chief Transformation Officer - Procurement, IBM 
Chaired by: Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 

5 mins 5 min switchover 

3:50-4:15pm 
AEST 

Keynote fireside chat: the place where radical collaboration, responsible AI and those 
responsible for contracting meet  
Radical collaboration, or the deep and inclusive collaboration between diverse stakeholders to 



   
 

   
 

6:50-7:15am 
BST 

solve complex problems, has the potential to drive transformative change in the world. AI is 
evolving to enable more efficient and effective collaboration between stakeholders to achieve 
sustainability goals. In this fireside chat Judy Slatyer will talk about the fundamental shifts in 
behaviours and business relationships that we are beginning to see as generative AI penetrates 
every corner of our lives. What ethical considerations must be taken into account, what does it 
mean for businesses, stakeholders and those responsible for contracting? Judy Slatyer brings 
us with a wealth of experience in transforming business, people and mindsets as former CEO 
of Australian Red Cross, COO for WWF International, and CEO of Lonely Planet, as well as 
former Chief of Consumer Sales at Telstra Corporation. Judy's focus for this decade is to 
support Australia, Australians and Australian businesses to adapt to the future ahead, 
particularly given the impact of climate change and frontier technologies. If you are not already 
inspired to radical collaboration, you soon will be. 
Judy Slatyer, Sustainability, ESG, AI Thought Leader 
Chaired by: Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 

5 mins Switch over  

4:20-4:45pm 
AEST 
7:20–7:45am 
BST 

Keynote fireside chat 
Speaker to be announced! 
 

5 mins Switch over 
 

 TRACK ONE TRACK TWO TRACK THREE 

 Case Study  
Sustainable Infrastructure & 
Construction 

Case Study  
Indigenous Empowerment 

Case Study  
Climate Change 
Clauses 

4:50-5:20pm 
AEST 
7:50-8:20am 
BST 
 

Case study: 
an Australiasian pathway to 
environmentally sustainable 
infrastructure and 
construction procurement 
This project aims to aid 
government agencies with 
procurement methodologies and 
mechanisms to meet 
commitments for emissions 
reductions and improve the 
effectiveness of current 
environmentally sustainable 
policy actions. The guidance 
developed by APCC and 
AUSTROADS outlines 
processes for sustainable 
procurement from the business 
case stage through to 
construction and handover. 

Case study: indigenous 
empowerment through 
procurement 
Learn from one of the very 
few organisations in the world 
who have been awarded for 
leadership in the United 
Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals Winya’s 
collaboration with ANZ Bank 
is tremendous example of 
why indigenous procurement 
is so important and how it can 
be done. 
Greg Welsh, Founder, 
Winya  
Duncan Sinclair, Design 
Director, ANZ Bank 

Case study: how to 
develop and implement 
climate-friendly 
contracts  
As a purpose-driven 
investor, NZGIF worked 
with TCLP to develop 
legal frameworks that 
enable and encourage 
businesses to have a 
positive impact on the 
environment. This 
session explores how 
climate clauses were 
made market-specific and 
the impact of their 
implementation. 
Phoebe Roberts, 
Director of 



   
 

   
 

Teresa Scott, Executive 
Director, APCC 

Implementation and Co-
Lead, APAC,  
The Chancery Lane 
Project 
Ian MacKenzie, Head of 
Legal, NZ Green 
Investment Finance 
 
 

5 mins Switch over 

 TRACK ONE TRACK TWO TRACK THREE 

 Case study 
Tackling Modern Slavery 

Case study 
Sustainable Contracting 
Evolution 

Case study 
Radical Inclusiveness 

5:25-5:55pm 
AEST 
8:25-8:55am 
BST 

Education to impact: a year-
by-year plan to tackle modern 
slavery risk in your supply 
chain 
A case study for what tackling 
modern slavery looks like for the 
average professional in the 
average company, and how to 
move from education to impact. 
The session takes a year-by-
year approach over three years, 
and examines how to make a 
continual impact rather than 
trying to do it all overnight. 
Kim Randle, CEO, Founder, 
FairSupply 

Case study: sustainable 
contracting for the 
marriage not for the break-
up 
Matjale Matsaung, Head of 
Procurement & Contracting,  
GIZ South Africa, Lesotho 
& Eswatini 

Developing and 
delivering a ESG 
strategy through radical 
inclusiveness 
In a world of increasing 
stakeholder activism 
across many different 
stakeholder groups, 
businesses need to 
deliver more than just 
profitability. To be a long 
term sustainable business 
with resilient returns, 
organisations need to 
deliver (often competing) 
outcomes for multiple 
different stakeholder 
groups. This session 
looks at how best to 
develop and deliver a 
sustainability strategy that 
can meet stakeholder 
expectations with 
integrity.  
Suzie Jakobovits, 
Strategy Deployment 
Manager, Corporate 
Strategy, Jemena 

15 mins Grab a coffee and graze 

 TRACK ONE TRACK TWO TRACK THREE 

 Case Study  Case Study  ANZ Regulatory  



   
 

   
 

Supply Chain Diversity Blockchain Technology Spotlight 

6:10-6:40pm 
AEST 
9:10-9:40am 
BST 
 
 

Case study: how to bring 
diversity to global supply chains 
Acknowledging that supply chain 
diversity brings competitive 
advantage, this session moves 
beyond the “why” to the “how.” It 
explores the mindset and policy 
changes needed at all levels, how to 
garner top-down support, what 
supply chain diversity looks like and 
how to get there, with corporate 
case studies.  
Speaker to be announced 

How digital 
technologies are 
empowering businesses 
to eradicate modern 
slavery  
Digital technologies 
provide new ways for 
brands to gain visibility on 
their supply chain, 
identifying upstream 
supply chain partners, 
and the working 
conditions in their 
facilities. This session 
explores work done by 
Mekong Club and Diginex 
to increase the validity of 
self-assessment 
questionnaires and 
worker voice tools, by 
triangulating reports from 
different supply chain 
actors against each other.  
In doing so, the work 
demonstrates how simple 
online tools can be used 
to identify unfair working 
practices and combat 
slavery and child labour in 
supply chains. 
Matt Friedman, CEO, 
Mekong Club 
 

Get prepared for ANZ 
Sustainability Reporting 
Requirements in 2023 
and beyond 
 
 

5 mins 5 min Switch over 

 Climate Change Clauses in 
Asia 

Case Study  
Open Contracting 

Case Study 
Climate change Clauses 

6:45-7:15pm 
AEST 
9:45-10:15am 
BST 
 
 

Case study: sustainable 
contracting through 
drafting climate clauses in 
Asia 
Introducing climate-related 
clauses into contracting can 
be a powerful tool in 
promoting our sustainable 
planet. This session 
examines how Hong Kong 

Case study: a new open 
contracting model for disaster 
management in Assam, India 
In India, floods account for more 
than 50% of all climate-related 
disasters and cause INR4.69 
trillion/US$64 billion in economic 
losses. These annual floods 
acutely affect the state of Assam, 
impacting over 100,000 people 

Vodafone Case study 
Vodafone has signed up 
to the UNFCCC Race to 
Zero campaign and aims 
to achieve net zero 
carbon emissions across 
its entire value chain by 
2040. To decarbonise its 
supply chain, Vodafone 
has tailored TCLP’s 



   
 

   
 

corporations are 
implementing climate clauses 
in collaboration with LITELab 
at the University of Hong 
Kong. 
Brian W Tang, Innovator, 
Ecosystem Builder & 
Educator 
 
 

with increasingly devastating 
effects on vulnerable 
communities, local infrastructure, 
and the environment. 
CivicDataLab, with the support of 
Open Contracting Partnership 
and the Patrick J. McGovern 
Foundation, is a group of leading 
civic technologists who are 
working to address these 
challenges and save lives and 
livelihoods through better 
government contracting. They 
have developed an intelligent 
data model that combines 
procurement, geospatial, and 
demographic data to improve 
climate resilience and equitable 
distribution of flood prevention, 
response, and relief investments. 
In this case study session, you 
will learn more about their work, 
and hear how open data and 
sustainable contracting 
approaches are leading to real 
and measurable impact. 
Moderated by: Nanda 
Sihombing, Senior Program 
Manager, Asia, Open 
Contracting Partership 
Kabeer Arora, Program 
Manager, CivicDataLab 

climate clauses and 
blended them with its 
existing environmental 
compliance provisions in 
its supplier agreements. 
This has also helped to 
enhance its procurement 
processes. 
Nick Root, Legal 
Counsel - Group 
Competition, Vodafone 
Emma Pearce, Legal 
Counsel, Vodafone 
Ekaterina Azarkina, 
Legal Counsel, Vodafone 
Becky Annison, Director 
of Engagement, The 
Chancery Lane Project 
 
 

5 mins 5 min switch over 

7:20-7:30pm 
AEST 
10:20-
10:30am BST 
 

Closing remarks  
Chaired by: Tim Cummins, Professor, Leeds University; President, World Commerce & 
Contracting and Sally Guyer, Global CEO, World Commerce & Contracting 
 

 If you are keen to watch what the rest of the world is saying about sustainable contracting you 
can watch our EMEA/Americas sessions on demand 

 
 
 
 

Wednesday 17 May  
EMEA/Americas/Canada Time zones 



   
 

   
 

 All times appear in British Standard Time (BST) & Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) 

2:00-2:30pm BST 
9:00-9:30am EDT 
 

Network & discover 
There has never been a greater time to build your global network and collaborate 
cross-boarders. Take the time to look around the virtual environment and the 
resources we have provided and make connections with global peers in our speed 
networking room. 

2:30-3:00pm BST 
9:30-10:00am EDT 
 
 

Welcome & opening remarks  
Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 
Tim Cummins, Presidnet, WorldCC 
Nikki Mackay, Chief Development Officer, WorldCC 

3:00-3:20pm BST 
10:00-10:20am EDT 

In-Conversation 
Chaired by: Sally Guyer, Global CEO, World Commerce & Contracting 

5 mins Switch over 

3:25pm-4:00pm BST 
10:25-11:00am EDT 
 

Keynote panel discussion: embracing a new definition of value and rising to 
the change management challenge 
WorldCC’s Academic Symposium on Sustainable Contracting concluded that the 
business world as we know it is not fit for purpose. What lies before us is a 
staggering change management challenge requiring us to fundamentally rethink our 
definition of value, breaking down traditional constructs of competition through 
radical collaboration. Contracts and those who touch them will have a critical role to 
play. This cross-functional panel will bring together leaders from distinct industries as 
well as government to compare and contrast actions they are taking to rise to the 
challenge through technology, innovation and radical collaboration. 
Nick Jenkinson, CPO, Santander 
Kristie Hamilton, Global Director of Global Purchasing and Manufacturing Services 
Operations and Transformation, General Motors 
Verónica Bonifaz Masias, VP of Public Affairs, Sustainability & Communications,  
Coca-Cola Peru y Ecuador 
Chaired by: Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 
 

5 mins Switch over 

4:05-4:30pm BST 
11:05-11:30am EDT 
 

Keynote fireside chat: recovery and bravery in the face of adversity 
The Deputy Minister of Infrastructure of Ukraine, Oleksandra Azarkhina, is 
undertaking a gargantuan task in creating of a unified system of digital reconstruction 
of Ukraine; this is a key state anti-corruption tool that guarantees transparency and 
accountability in implementing infrastructure projects. In addition, Ms. Azarkhina is 
supporting the strategy formation for the post-war recovery of Ukraine, and issues 
related to the effective protection of critical national infrastructure, and the delivery of 
humanitarian and military international aid to Ukraine. Join us for this fascinating 
conversation with one of WorldCC’s 2023 Inspiring Women and understand that 
mindset that drives recovery and inspires bravery in the face of extreme adversity. 
Oleksandra Azarkhina, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure, Ukraine  
Chaired by: Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 

15 minutes Grab a coffee and graze 
 



   
 

   
 

 Enfoque América Latina 
This track will be Spanish speaking – captions available in multiple languages 

11:45am-1:30pm 
EDT 
 
 
10:45am-12:30pm  
Bogota, Quito, Lima 
 
11:45-1:30pm 
Santiago de Chile 
 
12:45-2:30pm 
Buenos Aires 
 
 
 

Panel de discusión: colaboración radical para lograr cadenas de suministro 
sostenibles en América Latina 
Este panel discutirá los pasos prácticos que las empresas han tomado para lograr 
cadenas de suministro sostenibles en América Latina respetando los derechos de 
las comunidades locales, protegiendo la biodiversidad y promoviendo el desarrollo 
económico. Aprenderemos sobre el esfuerzo colectivo requerido por todas las partes 
interesadas para crear una visión compartida, desarrollar estándares comunes e 
implementar soluciones colaborativas. 
Margarita C. Gutierrez, Responsable de Sostenibilidad de Compras Globales-
Cadena de Suministro, Amazon 
 
15 minutos de descanso 
 
Panel de discusión: abastecimiento responsable en América Latina - abordar 
el desafío del trabajo infantil en las cadenas de suministro 
Este panel brindará una mejor comprensión del problema del trabajo infantil en las 
cadenas de suministro de América Latina y los pasos que las empresas pueden 
tomar para prevenir, detectar y remediar este problema. Aprenderá sobre las 
mejores prácticas para el abastecimiento responsable y se irá con los pasos 
prácticos que puede tomar para garantizar que sus cadenas de suministro estén 
libres de trabajo infantil. El panel brindará a los asistentes la oportunidad de hacer 
preguntas y participar en una discusión sobre el tema, lo que ayudará a promover 
una mayor conciencia y acción para erradicar el trabajo infantil en América Latina. 
Margarita C. Gutierrez, Head of Global Procurement Sustainability-Supply Chain, 
Amazon 
Verónica Bonifaz Masias, Directora de Asuntos Públicos, Sostenibilidad y 
Comunicaciones, Coca-Cola Peru y Ecuador 
 

 Case study  
Impact through Diagnostics 

Case Study  
Contract Design 
 

Regulatory spotlight 
 

4:45-5:15pm BST 
11:45am-12:15pm 
EDT 
 

Improving sustainable 
contracting through 
diagnostics 
Sustainability is a broad and 
complex subject and one of many 
that organizations are currently 
seeking to address. The 
outcomes achieved, particularly 
through contract management 
and procurement, are determined 
by various cultural and 
organizational factors. 
Suffolk County Council (SCC) has 
been using a diagnostic to 
identify, understand and measure 
these factors. As a pioneering 

Case study: driving 
dignity through 
contracts 
Contracts should 
enable successful 
relationships and 
reduce disputes. But 
they can also be 
dense, complex and 
hard to read. Nobody 
should be made to 
suffer the indignity of 
being presented with a 
contract that they must 
sign but don’t 
understand. This 

Panel discussion: 
get prepared to 
contract for ESG 
compliance in your 
supply chain 
The focus of ESG in 
contracts is increasing 
rapidly.  A few years 
ago companies would 
incorporate a 
reference to their code 
of conduct in 
contracts. In recent 
years sustainability 
clauses were 
introduced directly into 



   
 

   
 

local council, SCC wishes to build 
on its sustainability work through 
its contracts and make the most 
of its available resources. 
Learn how using a modern 
diagnostic has worked for them 
and how they are using the 
outcomes to make an even bigger 
impact. 
Katrina Browning, Senior 
Procurement Business Partner, 
Suffolk County Council 
Ken Cole, Director of Projects 
and Practice, SPS Consultancy 
Services 

session looks at the 
impact of contracts in 
comic and pictorial 
form, including their 
implementation, via 
case studies. 
Robert de Rooy, 
Founder, Creative 
Contracts 

contracts. Now we are 
seeing various 
versions of entire ESG 
schedules with 
multiple obligations. 
This panel will give 
you an overview of the 
current and upcoming 
EU regulations, 
consider the global 
reach and effect of this 
legislation, and 
discuss the 
practicalities of 
implementing ESG 
into contracts.  
Moderated by: Ole 
Horsfeldt, Partner, 
Gorrissen Federspiel 
Panelists to be 
announced 
 
 
 
 
 

5 mins Switch over  

 Fireside Chat 
Modern Slavery Strategy 
 

Standards Terms & 
Principles 
 

US Government 
Spotlight 
 

5:20-5:50pm BST 
12:20-12:50pm EDT 
 
 

Fireside chat: how to 
strengthen your modern 
slavery strategy 
As one of the largest food and 
beverage companies in the 
world, Nestlé has taken a 
proactive approach to combat 
modern slavery in its supply 
chain. This fireside chat will 
share insights on how the 
company has implemented a 
modern slavery strategy in 
collaboration with non-profit 
Unseen and engaged its 
employees in the process. You 
will learn about the challenges 
faced in identifying and 

Panel discussion: the 
development of 
standard terms and 
principles to embed 
ESG in contracts  
Moderated by: Hal 
Bretan, Former Chief 
Counsel, British 
Telecommunication, 
Americas; Contract 
Standards Executive in 
Residence, World 
Commerce & 
Contracting 
Joánri Duursema , 
Commercial Manager, 
Finning International 

US Governments 
global efforts on 
sustainable 
procurement 
Timothy W. Cooke, 
CEO & Owner, ASI 
Government 
Steve Schooner, 
Professor Government 
Contract Law, George 
Washington Law 
School 
 
 
 
 



   
 

   
 

addressing modern slavery 
risks in its supply chain, and 
measures taken by the 
company to prevent and 
mitigate these risks. The 
session will offer valuable 
advice for companies looking 
to develop and implement their 
own modern slavery strategies 
and the impact on contracts. 
Justine Carter, Executive 
Director, Unseen 
Robin Sundaram, Responsible 
Sourcing Manager, Nestlé 
 
 

Kristin Tallbo, Social 
Sustainability 
Specialist, Vattenfall, 
Business Area Wind 
 
 

5 mins Switch-over time 

 Case study  
Technology 
 

Case study 
Sustainable & Ethical 
Supply Chains 
 
 

Case Study  
Change Management 
Transition 

5:55-6:25pm BST 
12:55-1:25pm EDT 
 

Case study: starting your CLM 
journey and measuring 
sustainability  
Moderated by: Suvi Hirvonen-
Ere, Experienced legal, 
commercial and contract 
management executive, Advisory 
Board Member, Doctor of Laws, 
WorldCC Fellow  
Karri Puustinen, Senior 
Corporate Counsel, Kesko - K-
Group  
 
 

Case study: keys to 
success in building a 
sustainable and 
ethical supply chain 
This case study will 
look at the Co-op's 
successful efforts to 
implement sustainable 
and ethical sourcing 
practices in their 
supply chain and how 
contracts are a key 
tool for ensuring 
practices are 
embedded throughout 
the procurement 
process. The session 
will highlight the 
challenges faced in 
identifying and 
selecting suppliers 
who meet their 
sustainability 

Case study: how are 
organizations 
implementing ESG 
goals into their 
contracting and 
commercial models? 
Moderated by Isabel 
Parker, Partner, 
Deloitte 



   
 

   
 

standards, as well as 
the strategies and 
initiatives to support 
suppliers in meeting 
standards. 
 
Rebecca Derbyshire, 
Head of Procurement 
Strategy & Supplier 
Engagement, Co-op 
 

5 mins Switch-over time 

 Case Study 
Social Value 
 
 

Contractual Provisions & Remedies 
Spotlight 
 

6:30-7pm BST 
1:30-2pm EDT 
 

Case study: learn how the 
Metropolitan Police are 
delivering social value to its 
citizens through commercial 
processes 
Mark Roberts, Director of 
Commercial Services, 
Metropolitan Police 
 
 

Panel discussion: ESG contract provisions 
and remedies  
In this panel companies will share emerging 
experiences on a very concrete level, namely on 
the skeleton of ESG contract provisions and 
discussing setting appropriate standards, 
auditing, enforcement, and crafting of remedies. 
Moderated by: Ole Horsfeldt, Partner, 
Gorrissen Federspiel 
 
 

5 mins Switch over  

 Responsible Contracting 
Project 
 

Case Study  
Drafting Sustainability Terms from scratch 
 

7:05-7:35pm BST 
2:05-2:35pm EDT 

Case study: shared 
responsibility contracting 
under the new German supply 
chain due diligence act 
Contracts are an essential legal 
tool to implement HREDD in 
supply chains. But not all 
contracts are created equal and 
current practice does often rely on 
mere burden-shifting, with SCoC 
only focusing on suppliers' 
behaviour and obligations and 

Case study: Salesforce supporting climate 
provisions as the industry standard in 
contracting 
Salesforce is committed to using the full power 
of our business to accelerate global progress to 
net zero. Our customer-supplier relationships 
can play a critical role in driving meaningful 
climate action. We’ve mobilized our suppliers 
with the first-of-its-kind Salesforce Sustainability 
Exhibit, a set of contract provisions that 
introduces specific, binding climate obligations 
into our supplier agreements. We’re already 
seeing the Exhibit accelerate our suppliers’ 



   
 

   
 

ignoring buying companies' 
responsibilities. The RCP toolkit 
offers an alternative approach, 
based on shared responsibility. 
This approach and why it is not 
only needed for meaningful 
improvements but also for legal 
compliance with new mHREDD 
requirements will be introduced by 
the talk. 
Daniel Schönfelder, Senior 
Advisor Strategy Sustainability 
and Environment, Deutsche 
Bahn 

progress, and we’ve shared the Sustainability 
Exhibit and our approach publicly as a blueprint 
for others. We have also shared suggestions for 
how others can draft their own sustainability 
contract terms from scratch.   
Ryan Hart, Corporate Counsel – Sustainability, 
Salesforce 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7:30-8pm BST 
2:30-3pm EDT 

In-Conversation & Closing remarks  
Chaired by: Tim Cummins, Professor, Leeds University; President, WorldCC   
& Sally Guyer, Global CEO, WorldCC 
 

8pm BST 
3pm EDT 

Close of World Sustainable Contracting Day 2023 

 
 
 
 
 


